
ZERO BASED MARKETING PLAN

Zero-based productivityâ€”Marketing: Measure, allocate, and invest marketing dollars more effectively. Taking a
zero-based budgeting approach to enterprise-wide marketing costs can uncover new opportunities and spur
more-informed spending decisions. And few marketers are confident.

So how then should a business approach the challenge to create accountable marketing, without risking the
longer term marketing strategy? Second, the marketing team do their research, construct their marketing plan
and conclude it with a budget in which they ask for a certain amount of investment and promise a specific
return for that investment. The need for marketing to become more accountable is clear. If the company
already knows what its revenues will be next year prior to marketing planning, why bother with marketing at
all? How about the fact that there is often a huge divide between theory and practice? There is no comparison.
Direct response campaigns perform extremely well using this benchmark, but marketing campaigns that are
earlier in the consumer journey often fail to live up to the same standard. The big potential downside of
zero-based marketing by Nigel Hollis September 12, In theory the application of zero-based budgeting to
marketing ought to be a good thing: no more budgets based on historical spending and funds allocated
between options based on current performance. But the onus is on marketers to plan together and then sell the
plan. Brands are expecting more performance-based models or incentive-based models where margins are cut
to 0 unless advertising moves the needle. This article makes the pitch for the sensible application of
zero-based budgeting to marketing. Yes it assures a certain level of efficiency, but it is really just another
approach to budgeting. If the KPIs are balanced, then the budget will be balanced, as will be the plan At
engage, we believe in accountable marketing: activities across the marketing and sales arena that create real
value and drive brands forward. Evaluate activities against these new KPIs At the heart of successful
zero-based budgeting is effective evaluation. Someone approved it and gave it to another person who then
went and put it on Facebook. And vice versa, too. Every CFO in the world would sign off on more money that
directly leads to marginally more sales or as close to a proxy of sales as possible â€” not fuzzy justification
needed. While most poor activities would fail this hurdle, many worthwhile activities might also be thrown
out. Is zero-based budgeting an opportunity or threat to effective brand building? We work with clients to
develop insights, define new, integrated marketing strategies and KPIs, and yes, to use this to create better
investment plans. Just imagine. Zero-based budgeting and traditional budgeting are almost the polar opposite
approaches. Lastly, some marketers are realizing that buying narrow media targets may actually increase their
marketing costs due to higher bids for narrower audiences, but if they buy large audience groups and use
creative personalization afterwards, they can achieve reach, scale, and targeted messaging still. Someone had
to concept that ad. Forces cost centres to identify their mission and their relationship to overall goals. Because
the best marketers deserve great content. LinkedIn Take last week as an example. Second, Design from the
outside in. What indicators would you see in the short term if this long-term measure was being supported?
Strategy is the foundation of any effective investment approach. You can finally start building a marketing
budget based on your tracked audience segments and frequency you can reach them from your data
management platform rather than based on a media plan from historical spend and media supplier information.
How to make zero-based budgeting support your marketing strategy as well as improve investment returns?
This model forces marketers to regularly rebuild their budgets from the ground up and justify their spends
each quarter or year, depending on the company. The zero base approach is not a cost cutting method or
belt-tightening approach. Cost visibility stops waste and stops unproductive cuts. Accenture and McKinsey
both suggest that marketers fully consider the costs and benefits of their marketing efforts. All too often,
brand-building is regarded as a discretionary cost, not a necessary investment. Judged solely on the basis of
cost-saving, open-plan offices seem like a great idea, which is why so many companies have adopted them.
This is the foundation of a consumer goods strategy. For that, we turn to another global consulting leader,
Accenture. We asked what some of the brands in Singapore are doing. Create methodologies to measure these
short-term indicators or proxies. For these, budgeting is more effi cient from historical baselines.


